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If you don't consider yourself an audiophile there's a good chance that you've placed speakers based on where they'll look best, and hang around less rather than where they sounded perfect. Follow some basic speaker placement rules to optimize your settings. Photo jrfrancis. Chasing the perfect
speaker setup is almost an endless chase, but you can easily customize your current setup to improve the sound of your system without endless test sessions and absurd cable updates. On wired how-to wikis they put together a checklist to make sure your installation doesn't fail some of the basic
principles of speaker placement. Among their tips is a warning to stink the distance between the speaker and the wall: Keep the speakers between 2 to 3 feet from the back walls. This sharpens the perceived image, while ensuring that any bass does not mute the sound. If your speakers sound weak and
bass-less, move them a little closer to the back wall. Check out the full article on the link below for more tips on how the importance of anchor speakers, proper speaker heights, and why you never want to have things speakers in the corner. Do you have your own tips, tricks, and speaker testing tracks to
share? Let's hear about it in the comments. How-To: Set up Speakers Wired How-To Wiki (No Reviews Yet) Write Review Number Of Price Applied (No Reviews Yet) Write review Item: #590045 Weight: 1.00 LBS Author: Frank V. Cespedes Bestseller: FALSE Classic: FALSE Copyright Permian Flag:
TRUE Educator Message Flag: TRUE Exclusive: FALSE Format Type Filter: PDF Format Type Filter: Hardcover/ Hardcopy (BWH) Pages: 10 Primary Category: Industry and Reference Note Publication Date: October 26, 1989 Publication Date Range: Older 24 Months Related Topics: Target Markets
Related Topics: Marketing Strategy Related Topics: Marketing Organizations Related Topics: Marketing Channels Related Topics: Sales Source: Harvard Business School Special Value: FALSE Subcategory: Sales and Theme Marketing: Sales and Marketing SubjectList: Target Markets, Marketing
strategy, Marketing Organization, Marketing Channels, Sales Item : #590045 Pages: 10 Publish Date : October 26, 1989 Publish Date: October 26, 1989 Source: Harvard Business School Written as an introduction to the module relating to channel management for a second year MBA elective in
marketing implementation. Discussed: 1) Reasons for the growth of multi-channel systems in marketing efforts, 2) key components and choice in channel management, 3) the main factors influencing the relationship between producer and resellers, and 4) the basis for analyzing common trade-offs
between control and resources in most distribution systems. Related Topics: Newsletter Promo Summary and Excerpts from Recent Books, Special and more from the Harvard Business Press Review. According to Grammarly - the savior of each writer's grammar - there is time for each type of digital
correspondence. In B The latest study (in which they analyzed more than one billion words corrected by their own program) they put early birds and night owls against each other to see which group has made more mistakes in their emails, their blog, and their social media - proving, yes, there is the right
time when you should send important emails. And no, it's not in the middle of the night, despite the fact that the hint you get at 3am is that all you think is pure genius and should be sent right away. Grammarly invites you to pause before clicking to send. The report found that early birds (people who write
on their computers between the hours of 4am and 8am) made fewer errors in writing overall, averaging 13.8 errors per 100 words. While nightlys of thes, (people who write on their computers between the hours of 10pm and 2am) had more errors, with 17 errors per 100 words. Yikes, #guilty sending late
night emails, only to reread them in the morning with horror. Our brains just don't function as flawlessly late at night as they do during the day, even if we feel on. As for blogging however, the sweet spot in the middle of the day between 13:00 and 5 pm People who wrote during this time, made only 3.7
errors per 100 words. And overall, writers who wrote blog posts made far fewer mistakes that writers who wrote emails. The point, perhaps, is the lack of formality that leaves room for careless errors. Most of the mistakes, however, are on social media - particularly Twitter, which is interesting because
there is a much larger audience on Twitter than there is in an email, only, it is less personal. Here's an infographic that Grammarly put together to show a clear distinction between morning and evening writers: As you can see from the chart, it's not that our intelligence waxes or wanes; it's really simple
that we're more likely to let the bugs go unnoticed when it's too late. Night-time sheep confuse words 66 percent more than early birds. It's like, a lot. So even if you are most likely on your phone, tweeting and emailing early in the morning and late at night, you can make an effort to find some time in the
middle of the day, after dinner, to make your more important correspondence. If you write an email early in the morning or late at night without getting hit to send, just keep it as a project. Then, after dinner, look at him again. According to Grammarly, you're more than likely to notice a few stupid mistakes
at this time of day. So you can have your genius and send it, too. Images: Pexels, courtesy of Grammarly Every item on this page was curated by the editor of ELLE Decor. We can earn a commission on some of the items you choose to buy. March 28, 2008 Photographer: Jack Thompson 1 of 6 major
Jesha Abraham prepares dinner in her family's new kitchen while her husband, Ledley, fixes snacks for his daughter, Hannah (age 5). Neat Neat And not burdened with the top cabinetry, the room shines, literally, with porcelain tile floors, acrylic wall panels and lots of aluminum and stainless steel,
including a sub-zero fridge/freezer. The Saarinen table from the design in reached and the chair jam from Calligaris sit under the pendant lamp of George Nelson Saucer. 2 of Seth's 6 core values (age 6) measures spice for his mom on a stainless steel prep island counter; range of hood marshmallows,
cooktop by Miele, Campari pendant lamp Raffaele Celentano for Ingo Maurer. 3 of the 6 core values There's room for everything in the bulthaup kitchen system 4 of the 6 main values Three types of oven make a powerful cooking center 5 of the 6 core values Of the Partial Wall separates the dining room
and kitchen 6 of the next in the seventh house Advertising - Continue reading below This content is created and maintained by a third party, and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io
December 8, 2015 4 min read The Opinions Expressed by Entrepreneur Contributors are their own. Pricing products or services is one of the most important decisions that entrepreneurs make for their business. And unfortunately, getting it right can be tricky. But paying attention to the five points below
will help you navigate these treacherous waters more smoothly. Related: Mastering the art of pricing: What textbooks don't teach you1. Perceived value of your offerWhat does your customer base perceive as the value of your offer? This will set the maximum price you can charge because a rational
person will not pay more for something than the value he or she perceives. Remember that this is a perceived value that matters, not actual value. If the actual value of your offer exceeds the perceived cost, you can change the perception with a well-designed marketing communication program. However,
until the perception changes, this factor will cover what you can charge. 2. Prices of competitorsIf you sell the product (for example, the gas offered by the two stations next door to each other), you will not be able to charge significantly more than the competition. In this example, the difference in price of
just a few cents per gallon would shift a significant amount. But if your product or service differs from your competitors in a way that at least some part of the market deems desirable, you may be able to charge a premium relative to the price of your competitors. One of the reasons companies spend so
much on marketing is to make sure that customers understand the things that distinguish their offer. allows them to be much more closely monitored for the full cost of a product or service3. Focus's cost structure is first on variable costs. These are expenditures that increase as incomes increase (e.g. raw
materials, raw materials, Except in cases of leaderboard losses, the variable cost sets the floor for the price. If the price is below variable value, you will lose money on each unit sold and you cannot do so in volume. The price minus the variable value is a variable deposit (i.e. the amount of money you
make on each unit you sell). Next, focus on fixed costs. These costs remain unchanged as incomes increase (e.g. rent, utilities and overheads such as accounting). True, all expenses are variable with a fairly large increase in income, but we are talking about more modest changes. A fixed value divided
into a variable contribution is equal to the number of units you must sell to reach break-even point (if you run a service business, think about the units sold as the watch is billed). If it is not reasonable for you to believe that you can sell this number of units, you need to increase the price to survive.
Related: When setting prices, ignore your guts and pay attention to the big data4. Profit goals Add your profit (or goal) requirements to a fixed value and split the variable contribution to calculate the number of units you need to sell to achieve your profit goal. If it is reasonable to assume that you can
achieve such a number of units at the price you plan to charge, great. If not, you may need to adjust the price up or down. Profit - Unit Volume X (Price - Variable Costs) - Fixed CostEconomic Theory says that as the price goes up, volume will decrease. Over time, you can make price adjustments and
observe the impact on profits. If you lower the price a little, will your volume increase enough to increase profits? Also, if you raise the price, can you save enough volume to increase profits? Continue to adjust your price until you find a point at which profit is maximised. Competitive responseMember, you
do not make decisions about prices in a vacuum. Competitors will respond. Thus, lower prices can lead to increased profits in a short time. However, if competitors match your price reduction, the result may be reduced profits for the entire industry. When deciding on prices, be sure to consider what you
think your competitors will do. Pricing your product or service can be tricky, but paying attention to these important factors can make the difference between profit and loss. Related: The key to setting and changing prices optimum core tv channel guide
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